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Dear sir/madam, 
 
   I am writing to you to ensure that you are made aware of the abuse by this 
industry under your noses, of hundreds of thousands if not millions of 
Americans with these weapons.  You are now legally and ethically liable for this 
knowledge and what you do with it or fail to do with it.  Crimes against 
Humanity and War Crimes are being committed for profit here in the USA, is it 
with your approval? I hope not.  I suspect you are being deceived.  
 
   No doubt contractors and the military have supplied you with information on 
the health damage and lethal affects of various iterations of these weapons 
from large capacity war theater devices on satellites, battleships and airplanes 
and the smaller mobile anti-personnel devices, to the so-called “non-lethal” 
weapons (quite lethal misused) distributed to not-so-well trained police to 
disperse crowds.  They tell you that the weapons have been tested on 
“biospecimens” and/or “volunteers”.  Did they tell you that witness and now 
retired military security specialist, P. David Gaubatz (VA) confirmed that live, 
healthy animals are used to “test” the weapons on, to cook them alive or 
desiccate them alive? Some are farm animals, some are dogs gotten from 
shelters on false pretenses or just plain stolen out of yards.  But they are 
sentient beings slaughtered horrifically to test the weapons at full strength.  
They are brought into facilities after dark, and the grotesque carcasses 
removed before dawn to avoid scrutiny.  
 
   But even worse, far worse, is the use of non-consensual human beings in 
these heinous trials. Possibly hundreds of thousands, suffering, dying – being 
tortured and murdered to document the deleterious affects of DEWs at a lower 
power, a power to effect subtle  assassination.  I know, I am one of many 
chosen as “expendable” by the military industrial complex.  We victims have 
reached such a number that we are now uniting and demanding a stop to 
these un-American, Nazi-esque crimes.   
 



   How do these monsters get away with this?  Like many past, criminal 
experiments by the U.S. government, it has been done in secret, but with 9/11 
and the resulting chaos and flurry of questionable emergency laws that pervert  
or trample the Constitution, a floodgate of abuse was opened up in the name of 
Homeland Security.  The FBI opened up Fusion Centers in almost every state 
with some larger states sustaining two or three.  You know Fusion Centers are 
supposed to be intelligence gathering and sharing entities where Federal and 
local authorities “fuse” intelligence to thwart supposed terrorist threats but did 
you know that NO CRITERIA for determining if someone is a viable “threat” 
exists? Obama lowered the criteria for nominating someone for the Terrorist 
Watch List in 2013 to LESS THAN PROBABLE CAUSE. Meaning, essentially a 
wink and a nod. Complete falsehoods will do.  
 
   A while back, Congressman Trey Gowdy publicly interviewed a high level 
DHS manager during a hearing in Congress concerning the Terrorist Watch 
List, as to how people nominated for it are vetted (or not), and how one would 
detect and correct grievous errors in that regard.  The answers he got were 
appalling, there is abysmally poor vetting and no way to correct the placement 
of completely innocent people on the Terrorist Watch List.  This is nothing less 
than criminal negligence, pre-meditated, designed, criminal negligence, for 
nefarious reasons.   
 
    Terrorist “quotas” filled with known innocent people not only bloat the threat 
numbers to increase budgets for everyone involved, but they create Fusion 
Center ruled, compliant fiefdoms out of local governments and law 
enforcement, who snap to at their whim in order to feed off the Watch List 
scam government teet, regardless of whether their actions undermine laws or 
the Constitution. Fusion Centers not only accept target contracts on individuals 
that the rich and/or powerful find “inconvenient” and then arrange for them to 
be “put under surveillance”, which is an obscene euphemism for a program 
wherein they are slandered/libeled, blackballed, criminally harassed, stalked 
24/7 by civilian vigilantes (Infragard and actual criminal gangs) with military 
precision (see “Zersetzung”), but Fusion Centers also accept “orders” for 
creating more “terrorists” upon whom to “test” Directed Energy Weapons (like 
those used on American diplomats in Cuba and China in 2017 and 2018), or 
military grade or DNA-specific gases, poisons, etc. because once someone is 
declared a terrorist, the US government reserves the “right” to kill you 
“anywhere in the world”… but there are no restrictions on how.  It could be by 
conventional weapons, drone strike or… it could be the cumulative affects of 
months or years of covert Directed Energy Weapons attacks by rogue military, 
contractors, or civilian proxies, i.e. mercenaries run by the Fusion Centers.  
The military industrial complex and all involved in this deceit, know this is 
fraud and legalistic sleight of hand that does not hold water, but they count on 
this conspiracy to torture and murder for profit, to go undetected long enough 
to kill off most if not all of the victims/witnesses. And they count on the 
authorities and politicians who aided and abetted these crimes, to help 



obstruct justice to cover up their own gullibility, gross negligence, depraved 
indifference, or even voluntary complicity.  
 
   Fusion Centers deploy their overt Infragard relay stalkers not only as a(n 
illegal) psychological warfare operation on Americans on American soil, but as 
a cover story to publicly dismiss any victim complaining of “being stalked by 
multiple people” as paranoid and delusional, so that the myriad victims’ further 
complaints of being tortured and injured by “invisible electronic weapons” (or 
gases/poisons, etc.) will also be dismissed out of hand with no investigation.  
Media are also “guided” to portray people with such complaints as “mentally ill” 
to aid in the cover-up of these heinous crimes, not to mention the fact that the 
areas in which the victims live, are literally awash in mutagenic electromagnet 
fields aimed indiscriminately at the targets, with no concern whatsoever for 
collateral damage of yet more innocent people in a broad area.  
 
   THIS is how the Directed Energy Weapons industry is developing weapons for 
the US government ostensibly to use to defend the USA.  With such a 
“defense”, who exactly will there be left to defend? No, the military industrial 
complex is wholesale extracting tax money from its intended victims to 
exterminate them for profit under the noses of the government whose only 
reason to exist, is to protect its citizens from enemies from within as well as 
from without.  To most affectively torture and efficiently murder designated 
targets, requires not only surreptitious, non-consensual GPS tagging but also 
exposure to nano particles ingested, injected, or breathed in to amplify the 
DEW affects. 
 
   I will give you two examples of victims of this military industrial 
complex/Homeland Security fraud perpetrated by one Fusion Center alone, 
multiply this however by innumerable cases across the USA. 
 
   The Fusion Center in Tallahassee, Florida was contracted to “take down” 
Myron May who was a lawyer attempting to expose a child trafficking operation 
in 2014 with operatives employed by the State of Florida, who did not want to 
be exposed but who were finally exposed and arrested in late 2016, as May had 
warned about but to no avail.  He complained for months of multiple stalkers 
and electronic weapons assaults of an unknown nature, 24/7.  He also 
complained about what is essentially V2K/ Microwave Hearing/the Frey Affect 
assaults aka “hearing voices”.  This technology can be proven to exist with 
multiple patents and is even called “the Voice of God” weapon by the military. It 
was rolled out publicly in Iraq. Police were forbidden by the Fusion Center to 
afford him equal protection under the law, causing his death and prolonging a 
child trafficking operation needlessly.  He was electronically and 
psychologically tortured and harassed to the breaking point. Then painted as 
mentally ill, though with no such history before being targeted. 
 



  The second case of extreme victimization (among many) by this very same 
Fusion Center, Domestic Terrorism Unit, run by Mr. Kennedy and Annie White 
(FBI), involved the contract targeting of a retired National Security Agency 
intelligence analyst, Karen Melton Stewart.  NSA contracted with the Fusion 
Center to “take her down” because when managers in the NSA Weapons & 
Space Directorate used her 6 months of award-winning Top Secret reports 
which were credited for saving 2,000 or more lives during the Operation Iraqi 
Freedom invasion, to promote an NSA Security backed honeypot sleeping her 
way through W&S, blackmailing managers for them, Stewart tried to file a 
request for an Inspector General investigation but IG George Ellard was 
complicit (he was fired for corruption years later). This ultimately got her 
libeled, slandered, stalked and harassed by NSA Security goons, contractors 
and mercenaries, then fired on falsified “paranoid” charges contrary to all 
psych evaluations throughout her 28 year career and two private evaluations 
thereafter for the lawsuit.  All this to cover up espionage by NSA Security and 
the NSA IG, George Ellard protecting the guilty.  (When you compromise an 
organization, you first corrupt the watch dogs).  
 
   Stewart filed suit against NSA in 2010.  In late 2015, having failed to get the 
EEOC case dismissed or to intimidate Stewart into dropping her case, NSA 
Security ordered DEW assaults be commenced by the affiliated (both 
headquartered at Ft. Meade, MD.) Naval Security Group and their contractors, 
then Fusion Center personnel (Kennedy and White to name two) and the 
Fusion Center led Infragard mercenary stalkers.  NSA called in the Nav Sec  
Group aka “Silent Warriors” (Directed Energy Weapons experts) from 
Pensacola, Florida to help by supplying mobile Directed Energy Weapons from 
their arsenal to Infragard and to select, line-of sight neighbors (paid under-the-
table like Infragard), to use to assault Stewart in her home, along with her 
elderly parents in their late 80’s. All have suffered significant health damage in 
line with known affects of DEWs.  While it is not unusual for octogenarians to 
develop heart failure or heart damage, it is indeed unusual for both Stewart 
and her parents to develop it at the very same time given the parent’s 
indisputable hardy individual lineages and the 25-26 year difference in their 
respective ages and Stewart’s, is it not? And Stewart is a non-smoker, non-
drinker, non-drug user like her parents.  
 
   In 2016, a few months after the attacks began, Stewart also developed 
sudden vision damage (scarred retinas), bleeding in the brain, a possible brain 
lesion, and bouts of what the dermatologist called suspected radiation 
dermatitis in addition to sudden heart damage when none of these problems 
had ever been detected in her or her entire family – siblings, parents, 
grandparents. And certainly the damage done and deaths caused to the family 
pets, dogs and cats, had no familial genetic component. 
 
   The fraudulent Terrorist Watch List is a depraved ruse to destroy people 
declared “inconvenient” by powerful criminals and to provide non-consensual 



human test subjects as a conveyor belt of so-called State declared disposable 
people or non-humans to be chewed up and spit out for Military Industrial 
Complex profit. This is indeed human trafficking. And you are at the helm, 
overseeing such abuse. If you did not know before, you certainly do now.  I sit 
here still under attack, praying somewhere, someone will listen.  Many others 
are being tortured, dying or committing suicide because no one will listen.  I 
am certain our unique injuries will be comparable to those injuries detected in 
our diplomats by doctors such as Dr. Douglas Smith (UPA) and Dr. Michael 
Ellis Hoffer at the University of Miami. But it is horrifically dangerous for us to 
travel and stay in motels.  Most of us have developed barely adequate shielding 
techniques in our homes that are difficult to transport. And our cars are 
immediately tampered with to give off a reverse polarity or dangerous dirty 
electricity to make escaping the program and letting our cells detox, next to 
impossible.  I have referred to this as America’s Silent Holocaust to feed the 
voracious MIC, the fraud never-ending war on make-believe terrorists. If we 
justify cannibalising our own innocent people, “to protect our way of life”, 
which is now a covert predator/prey society - what in God’s name is the point?  
 
 
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
Karen Melton Stewart 
NSA Intelligence Analyst, ret. 
Kams56@me.com 
850 408 7104 
 
 
 
 
P.S. Here are but some Executive Orders, U.S. Codes, and Constitutional 
Amendments which apply to the unquestionable illegalities of these abuses as 
a reminder. 
    
Executive Orders: 
E.O. S-1233 , DOD Directive S-3321.1 and National Security Directive 130,  
the United States military and Intelligence Communities are forbidden by law 
from targeting U.S. citizens with PSYOPS within US borders. (Gang 
stalking/massive slander and libel campaigns/ obsessive obstruction of daily 
activities and the acquisition of life necessities, i.e. complete neutralization )  
 
E.O. 13526 - Neither Congress nor the President of the United States has the 
right to pass unconstitutional laws in effort to protect government employed 
criminals from being exposed for their wrong-doings. §1.7 (covering classified 



status allocation) specifically states that you cannot specifically classify 
information merely to cover up a crime. Any attempt to illegally seal records 
from disclosure will be viewed as and dealt with as a criminal act. 
 
E. O. 13606, all who conduct or conspire to facilitate prohibited activities 
using sophisticated electronic technology to harm communications equipment, 
communications networks, or human beings, are Axis of Evil, Rogue State 
Actor or sympathizers or terrorist infiltrators working against the American 
people and public at large, by the definition in (section) § 7, to include 
transmission and display; as well as those using information and 
communications technology to commit serious and grave human rights abuses, 
in violation of the Counterfeit access device fraud and Computer Abuse Act of 
1984. (Electronic Harassment) 
 
US Codes: 
10 US Code §950t (2) forbids attacking non-combatant civilians with weapons 
of war.   
18 USC §2340 (c) - Conspiracy to commit torture. 
18 USC §2441 prohibits the Federal governments and agents thereof from 
committing acts of war upon unarmed, non-combatant civilians. 
18 US Code (sections) §241 and §242 prohibit conspiracy to deprive anyone of 
their Constitutional Rights. 
18 U.S. Code § 1117 - Conspiracy to commit murder. 
18 U.S. Code § 1111 - Murder. 
18 U.S. Code § 2384 - Seditious Conspiracy. 
18 U.S. Code § 2389 - Recruiting for service against the United States. 
 
Constitution: 
4th Amendment guarantees probable cause is needed for a warrant for search 
and seizure. 
6th Amendment guarantees a public accusation of a crime and a speedy trial. 
You have a right to know if you have been accused of something and what it is 
and who accuses you. 
8th Amendment of the Constitution prohibits cruel and unusual punishment 
for people CONVICTED of a crime. (Needless to say, no punishment is 
appropriate BEFORE). 
 
Supreme Court Rulings: 
Marbury v. Madison, NO unconstitutional law is valid.  
Norton v. Shelby County, 118 U. S. 425 (1886) states:  An unconstitutional 
act is not a law; it confers no rights; it imposes no duties. It is, in legal 
contemplation, as inoperative as though it had never been passed. (i.e. 
following an unconstitutional law affords you NO protection from liability and 
prosecution.) 


